Emma Store Buildings Future Use Recommendation ‐ Community Input

Do you have any comments on the draft recommendation? Elements that you support or would like to see changed in the final recommendation? Prior to
responding please review the "Activating Emma" Webpage and/or the Emma Store Buildings Future Use Recommendation PDF (if you haven't the time to read the
entire 28 pages, we strongly encourage you to skip to section two). Add your comments in the text box below.
A charming general store or a to go only drive through pies etc. Something fun that would welcome visitors to and from the valley.
A community meeting room and space for non profits
Access seems to be the biggest issue. Is there any way to develop parking nearby with pedestrian access to the site (either side of the highway and river)?

Where do you live?
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Aspen / Snowmass Village
Unincorporated Pitkin County

What is your
age?
45‐54
35‐44
45‐54

Am not familiar with space of sites outside buildings, ie,, room for parking, etc, Anyway, I would love to see a Basalt historical Society that has research on town, inhabitants of the past and
programing of same. Would be nice to have some sort of public gatherings, However, it may have to involve a transportation system to get there/. jo‐ann
artist co‐op/studios/gallery

Other
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

65+
65+

Carbondale

55‐64

Unincorporated Pitkin County

55‐64

Aspen / Snowmass Village
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

45‐54
65+

Aspen / Snowmass Village
Aspen / Snowmass Village

65+
25‐34

As an Aspen native, I believe the recommendations are good, I think that the element of the nearness to Hiway 82 was not stressed enough, and that the additional data of what it would take
to move the whole arrangement is lessened because it was not included in the main draft. In my travels, I have seen several buildings of historical nature that have been restored, and in the
inside there are glassed in artifacts of a historical nature that are on display. If curated by one of our RFV museums we could have seasonal; displays of our Western Heritage artifacts that are
missing in our local museums. The RFVHC has specials saddles, books by local authors, guitars of cowgirls, and i am certain that we could fashion a list quite quicky of our RFV historic items
that could be used as an amazing showcase for the items, and history of our valley. The RFVHC would be proud to be involved. Well done.
Cultural and Historic use – live music, at the confluence of river, trails. Turn off from the hwy only to the right while going upvalley. Encourage biking. I don’t know in which building or how.
But perhaps go windowless – flow‐through air. Build a sound barrier betw venue and hwy 82 if possible. Dancable music preferred.
Did not submit survey comment.
Two follow up emails were sent to those who filled out the demographic questions but did not provide a comment to the open ended question. Eight of the 51 people who entered their
demographic information submitted their comment by email, these have been included in the responses above. Unfortunately, no commets have been collected for the remaining 43 survey
respondents.
First and foremost, any new development and implementation should take care not to disturb the Ospreys nesting next door
How about a ‘bike to’ gathering house, providing music, food and suds. You don’t need a parking lot to park bicycles. It would be akin to the Woody Creek Tavern, only you’d have to pedal
to it.
I could see it as an old fashioned restaurant/bar that preserves its historical roots

I like the idea of a coffee or sandwich shop for Rio Grande Trail users, but wonder if it would be sustainable in winter months. Some coop/artist housing or studio space would make good use
of the second floor. Have ing a bathroom here for trail users would also be convenient. One question I have is given the limited capacity for road access, how will the space be made
accessible to those with mobility challenges? This would be especially relevant if a meeting room or offices were part of the design.
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
I like the idea of a historical museum based on agriculture. I lived down the street on a sheep ranch in the early 1980,'s. I also think incorporating local dry goods and artist works would fill it
up nicely. Just need something that gives the original feel of the area.
Glenwood Springs
I like the idea of a museum. Basalt history and natural science possibly with collaboration with existing organizations like aspen historical society, roaring fork conservancy, ACES etc.. As far
as I know Basalt doesn't have any museums. This could also serve as a trail stop with bathrooms and maybe snacks and drinks.
Unincorporated Pitkin County
I like the idea of lowering the grade of the highway. Initially I thought moving the buildings away from the highway was the answer but lowering the highway would work too.
I like the trail amenities and museum options
I really don't understand why a brewery is not being considered for this site especially given its proximity to a bike path. With that in mind, I think it's important to consider making this a
chef's incubator space/locally sourced restaurant that can work with Two Roots Farm directly AND also brew beer or serve beer AND serve as an events rental space for weddings, etc. A
midvalley coworking space in this site is absolutely ridiculous and will not get used‐‐if I want to cowork I will go to a coffee shop or Willits.
I support using these buildings to honor the agricultural heritage of Emma, ie ag‐related community uses. Plus potential housing for ag workers and heritage artists. Also I like the idea of
rerouting the trail away from Hwy 82 north towards the river.
I think the committee did a good job. I am most interested in the artist co‐op, agricultural, or trail hub options.
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35‐44
65+
45‐54

Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Carbondale

65+
45‐54

Unincorporated Pitkin County

35‐44

Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

55‐64
65+
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I think they should be converted into a hostel for bikers and hikers promoting the trail system between Glenwood Springs and Aspen. It could also have a small bike shop, restaurant and gift
shops. There is nothing like this (although I think the idea has been tried in Paradox, CO). This would be a huge tourist draw for bikers and hikers. I have personally walked from Gypsum to
Aspen on the trail system and of course ride my bike there often. In winter, it could be a ski hostel (all it would need is a bus stop or transportation to RFTA system).
You could charge extra for parking to discourage people to drive their own car.
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
I would like to recommend that it be a small coffee shop/retail store. I live in the area and it would be nice to have somewhere to stop along the bike path. I wouldn't use a
museum/community space/gallery, etc.
I would like to see consideration given to a small senior housing development
I would like to see housing, events, and community access improved. I think a music venue would be great. I also strongly support Affordable housing for agriculture workers, or those
involved in the business in the building.
I would like to see the large general store become a Western Heritage Museum. The RFVHC has so many historical ranching artifacts and we need a place to display them, especially as
superbia replaces our local ranch lands. This valley was developed around ranching, cattle, horses, cowboys/farmers within the ranching lifestyle.
This museum would be accessed by hikers & bikers with little to no parking area for cars. It could be a tourist destination from the Town of Basalt. The RFVHC has Anita Witt books to sell and
many photos, saddles, bridles, farm tools, antique western rodeo outfits and artwork to place in the museum. I think this option would preserve our legacy of the ever fading ranching life in
the Roaring Fork Valley.
I would like to see the property become a mixture of Agricultural‐related community uses and small‐scale retail that is focused on local products. It would be great to use the backside as the
entrance(s) and move the Emma Trail to the back as well and build river access or some kind of riparian interpretive trail that could be used for education. I also like the idea of constructing a
highway barrier for some noise reduction and added protection. Thanks for what you do! The storymap for this is great!
I would like to see what the plans for the Emma Store you have thus far.
I would love to see the store return to its roots as a place of commerce that strengthens our local circular economy. I think the store should sell fresh local produce when in season, and
preserved local food year round. Locally sourced and manufactured goods could also be sold, but I think the rules about all the materials being local should be fairly strict. I think there
should be employee housing on site as well either for store workers or farmers who are working on land nearby.

Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

35‐44
55‐64

Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

25‐34

Carbondale

65+

Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

25‐34
45‐54

Glenwood Springs

35‐44

I would very much love to see this space be dedicated to Arts, Culture, and Heritage. I think with a functional working artist collaborative studio space, the water use would be similar to that
of a single family home, the parking needs wouldn't be a big impact, there would be little to no need for traffic noise barriers, it would appeal to the historic aspect of the space, the
"homestead" feel of Emma as a whole, and could even create space for telling the story of the building through artistic representation. In particular, I could see it becoming a beautiful space
for hosting workshops thereby becoming a bridge for community between "up valley" and "down valley" folks alike. It would be an open space for people enjoying the bike path to stop and
find inspiration as well as a place to rest and relax. I would be happy to expand on my vision and even would be eager to bring my own business to such a beautiful space!
Carbondale
I'd like to see the highway lowered, and keep the buildings in their original location, however, I don't know the cost or timeframe to do that. Second choice would be to move the buildings
back. I don't like the aesthetics of a shield or a higher barrier between 82 and the townsite. Would love to see these buildings used for artists/writers and community dances/gatherings and
especially farm to table dinners. I also like the the idea of the bike path being rerouted behind the buildings and some interpretive signage there to educate riders on the site's significance.
It seems like an amazing community gathering space except for the challenge of getting people to the site. If the parking/access issue can be figured out, the wonderful, large open space in
the buildings could be used as a meeting hall, theater and/or special event space. But where would people park???,
Letter dated 10/5/2020 with ideas sent to lindsey.utter@pitkincounty.com for distribution to the Committee. Dennis G Dunn, Colorado Mountain Graphics. 570 640 3866
pndgd46@gmail.com
Local Housing
Love the idea of a multi‐use ‐ eg a ranger station, maybe a small indoor market where local farmers could bring their food. "Buvette" seems good. Maybe one or two local working resident
artists. The community space that could be rented out might bring a small amount of revenue? All of that together doesn't seem like it would create too much traffic. Trail and open space
behind it also seems wonderful!
No, it captures the essence of the site
once I read the restrictions proposed by the Emma Caucus and thought through the issues with snow plowing mitigation, the possibilities seemed too small to be interesting to me.
At one time OST was looking at possibly using it for offices/shop space and that might make sense. The old church is already available for the few gatherings in the area and the house is a
house. The highway and objections to activity from Emma Caucus pretty much eliminate most uses.
outdoor beer garden and coffee, access by ped/bike
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Relocate the buildings either intact or brick by brick, I would think the other side of 82 would actually be the best location this is done with historic structures as large as light houses. It would
make the most sense to actually use them.
Should be used as a museum and trail amenity
Some form of cooperative business &/or mixed use that highlights the historic aspects of Emma & serves the local population.
Stop creating unnecessary work
Support relocating the buildings back away from 82.

Unincorporated Pitkin County
Carbondale
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Aspen / Snowmass Village
Aspen / Snowmass Village

The Emma Store buildings appear to be well situated for use as a center to support and encourage various appropriate forms of eco‐tourism. For example, a bike hostel, fly fishing center and
back country tour hub. Such a use would allow an inn four bike tourists and fly fishermen, a cafe/coffee shop for day tourists, a bike and fishing maintenance and repair shop. The Emma
Store might also serve as office space for an open space advocacy organization such as Rails to Trails or the Adventure Cycling Association.
Other

55‐64
35‐44
45‐54
35‐44
55‐64

65+

The mid‐valley has a population boom in progress and there is pressure for more activity everywhere. Therefore, for balance and health in the community, the best use of this space is as a
quiet space‐‐a peaceful respite for those living in an increasingly urbanized and bustling area. Only governments have the funds and ability to do this‐‐all commercial proposals will have
similarity to commercial development, with a baked in motive for profit and increased activity. Instead this area should be preserved as a park with the buildings activated as a trail amenity,
with a bathroom and picnic tables. Would also be great to have the river overlook, if possible. Please do reroute the Emma trail behind to better access the more tranquil area, and post
signage about the history. Any community use that draws cars will exacerbate an already tenuous situation with this intersection, and change the feel away from a respite. All business and
community meeting uses proposed are better placed closer to town and bus stops. If there is a strong need to put activity in the interior spaces, I would recommend lotteried free‐or‐almost‐
free artist spaces, as that is another element the community loses as it develops and becomes more expensive. And only lease to artists with quiet mediums in order to be compatible with
the trail‐user‐respite primary purpose. Limit artists to two car trips per day and have no more than 3. If used as a peaceful respite for trail users, a historic preserve, and possibly for artist
studios, this space would be a huge complement to a community fast developing dense housing and commercial bases elsewhere. Thank you for the chance to weigh in!
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
The potential uses list is excellent.
A multi‐use space is also an interesting idea.
Your draft looks great.
Unincorporated Pitkin County

45‐54

The steering committee's recommendations are great. We live 1/2 mile from the old town site and walk by there daily. Here's some feedback: I don't think this site is a good one for small
scale offices and incubator space. It's not in the character of Emma. I love the ideas that center on history and agriculture (which maintains the rural character of Emma) and we also love the
idea of a small cafe for hikers and bicyclers (as part of the mixed use of the space). A community space sounds lovely also. It is imperative that the County maintain ownership of these
buildings and land and oversee the leases for this space. It would be a mistake to allow private enterprise to take over this project. If the buildings were sold to a private party the leases
would become so expensive that none of us that live here could actually consider leasing any of the space for our agricultural goods or contributing to it in any way. Please do not allow this
parcel to be sold. Keeping it county owned ensures that locals can afford to lease it. We are grateful for this. Thank you.
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma
Trail hub is my preferred choice out of those outlined.
Basalt / El Jebel / Willits / Emma

45‐54
35‐44
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